
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Job Category: IT Recruitment Researcher  
Location: Bucharest, Romania  
Full/Part Time: Full Time  
Seniority Level: Junior 

 

Global presence 

 

The Company develops its solutions and delivers its services from 24 dedicated delivery centers 

worldwide. It has over  10000 employees across 27 offices in 15 countries in North America, Mexico, 

Western and Eastern Europe, Asia Pacific, and South Africa. LUXOFT is incorporated in Tortola, British 

Virgin Islands, has its operating headquarters office in Zug, Switzerland and is listed on the New York 

Stock Exchange. Our objectives are to reach 16.000 employees in four years. 

 
Project Description 

 

The recruitment department has over 35 professional members in Bucharest office, for sure is a great 

opportunity to learn and grow. We have great expansion plans and we are making things happen. 

LUXOFT is constantly growing and is one of the most desired employers from Romanian IT market. 

 

Responsibilities: 

 

Typically, you'll be carrying out these types of duties every day: 

 

- Conduct external searches through strategic sourcing including deep dive searches, cold calling, 

networking, social media, advanced internet mining techniques, job board utilization, etc.  

 

- Develop and implement sourcing strategies to find and attract desired passive candidates  
 

- Develop and maintain extensive and effective networks within professional associations and 
within the community to ensure a continuous flow of candidates   

- Identifies and researches new innovative and creative sourcing methods  
 

- Utilize online social and professional networking sites to connect with potential passive 
candidates   

- Develop and maintain a high volume of referrals   
- Develop and maintain a strong candidate pipeline  

https://youtu.be/1kvRtVj5XFQ


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What we ask for: 

 

To be a good Researcher, you should: 

 

- Demonstrate expertise in using advanced search techniques to generate qualified and 
interested candidate   

- Demonstrate expertise in generating talent through networking and creative sourcing methods   
- Utilize problem solving and root cause analysis skills  

 
- Demonstrate the ability to quickly evaluate and prioritize tasks in a high volume staffing 

environment   
- Effectively utilizes strong communication, interpersonal, consultative and negotiation skills   
- Demonstrate the ability to work with challenging and demanding clients and adapt to changes  

 
- Identify and resolve potential challenges and risks and then engages in proper escalation 

procedure   
- Drive results in a positive and professional manner in a deadline-oriented environment  

 
What we offer: 

 

- An interesting job in one of the largest IT companies   
- Challenging & professional work environment within an international team   
- Competitive salary and opportunities for professional development   
- Various in house training & webinars   
- Internal programs for professional development – mobility within the company’s projects   
- Wellness & Sport Center Discounts   
- Health Management Program   
- Sport Competitions, Social Activities and Community Projects   
- Relocation Package   
- Flexible Working Time  

 
IF you are reading this and you are still interested and not so ready to apply, why don’t write me 

at cradacina[at]luxoft.com to talk more 


 


